Background: Intravenous methylprednisolone (IVMP), repository corticotropin injection (RCI), plasmapheresis (PMP), and intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) are used in the treatment of acute multiple sclerosis (MS) relapse. A systematic literature review (SLR) of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) was conducted to examine the highest quality evidence available for these therapies. Methods: English-language articles were searched in MEDLINE, Embase, and Cochrane Library through May 2016 per Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses standards. MS conferences, SLRs, and bibliographies of included studies were also searched. Eligible studies included adults treated with ≥1 aforementioned therapy. Results: Twenty-three RCTs were identified: 22 on efficacy, 11 on safety, and 3 on QOL (ie 18 IVMP, 2 RCI, 2 PMP, and 2 IVIG). IVMP and RCI improved relapse-related disability; however, IVIG and PMP showed inconsistent efficacy. QOL data were only ascertained for IVMP. Conclusions: RCTs indicate IVMP and RCI are efficacious and well tolerated treatments for MS relapse. Overall, many RCTs were dated, with sample sizes of fewer than 30 patients and no definitions for relapse nor clinically significant change. Contemporary evidence generation for all relapse treatments of interest, across efficacy, safety, and QOL outcomes, is still needed.
Introduction

Multiple sclerosis and relapses
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is one of the most common causes of disability in young adults. 1 The most characteristic clinical feature of the disease is the occurrence of relapses or exacerbations. 2 Relapses are typically defined as episodes of focal neurological disturbance lasting more than 24 hrs without an alternate explanation and must be separated from the previous episode by a period of 30 days. They are associated with increased sustained functional impairment and decreased quality of life (QOL) in untreated patients. 3 Notably, progressive worsening may occur with incomplete recovery from these exacerbations. 3 
Treatment of relapses
Real-world treatment patterns observed in patients experiencing acute MS relapse within the United States indicate that various management options may be used, including corticosteroids (CS; such as high-dose intravenous methylprednisolone [IVMP] ), repository corticotropin injection (RCI), plasmapheresis (PMP), and intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG). 4 Table 1 presents expert statements from US-based MS organizations relating to the therapeutic management of relapses in MS.
Intravenous methylprednisolone is an anti-inflammatory glucocorticosteroid that is indicated by the United States (US) Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of MS relapse.
5 RCI, also known as H.P. Acthar Gel, is a subcutaneous (SC) or intramuscular (IM) injection of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) approved by the FDA for use in patients experiencing MS relapse. 6 PMP is a medical procedure that has been recommended for steroid-resistant acute MS relapses by the American Academy of Neurology (Table 1) and American Society for Apheresis (ASFA). 7, 8 IVIG is an administered treatment comprised of pooled immunoglobulin G (IgG) prepared from the fractionation of human plasma, and is also used in the treatment of MS relapse 9 despite not having an FDA indication for such use 10 and having insufficient supporting evidence by expert organizations AAN and NMSS, except for extenuating circumstance, such as pregnancy. 7 Past studies have shown that a proportion of patients report worsened symptoms or no treatment effect with CS. 11 For such patients who do not tolerate or respond well to CS, escalating treatment of relapse-in which a second course of high-dose IVMP or a non-CS treatment is given-has become more common. 12 In keeping, a treatment algorithm for MS relapse has been proposed, 13 in which IVMP is recommended as first-line treatment, RCI as an option for patients who do not improve with or cannot tolerate IVMP, and PMP for patients with disabling symptoms that do not respond to initial treatment. As such, a systematic literature review (SLR) was undertaken to examine all published scientific information available for these therapies, focusing on randomized controlled trials in order to reflect the highest quality of evidence.
Objectives
To systematically evaluate the literature on the efficacy, safety, and quality-of-life (QOL) data for IVMP, RCI, PMP, and IVIG when used in the treatment of acute MS relapses. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were utilized to reflect the highest standards of study design and execution and the highest quality of evidence.
Methods
The review was conducted according to the widely recognized standards of Preferred Reporting Items for 14, 15 American Academy of Neurology IVIG may be considered for relapses during pregnancy (during which time steroids should be avoided if possible, except in severe cases where required) IVIG is also sometimes used to treat relapses that do not respond to CS, although the supportive evidence is limited.
There are insufficient data to support the use of IVIG as monotherapy for MS relapses. Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA), developed to ensure rigorous and unbiased reporting internationally.
Literature search and data extraction
Searches for English-language articles were performed in the following electronic databases: MEDLINE, MEDLINE InProcess, Embase, Biosciences Information Service (BIOSIS), and The Cochrane Library. No date limit was applied; searches were conducted from database inception to May 1, 2016 . (See Table S1 for MEDLINE search strategy. Search terms included combinations of free text and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for MS disease terms. The search was restricted using MeSH terms and title and abstract terms for interventions of interest: ACTH, IVMP, IVIG, and PMP. The search was also restricted to RCTs using terms for these study types. The search strategy for PubMed is shown in the Supplementary Material Appendix A.
Inclusion or exclusion of studies was assessed independently in two steps by two researchers. In step 1, titles and abstracts of all identified articles were reviewed for eligibility according to the prespecified inclusion and exclusion criteria. The full texts of articles selected at step 1 were reviewed for eligibility at step 2. At each step, any discrepancies were resolved by consensus, with input from a senior researcher if necessary. Articles were included at step 1 if they described studies evaluating the treatments of interest in patients aged 18 years or older; at step 2, articles were included if they reported outcomes of interest, informating efficacy, safety, and QOL. 1 (Please note: the search was initially designed to identify randomized and nonrandomized trials and prospective and retrospective studies; however, for the purposes of this manuscript, which focuses on RCTs, selection of full texts during level 2 screen was limited to RCTs only). Non-US studies of treatments of interest IVMP, PMP, and IVIG were included if they met the relevant inclusion criteria, as formulations of these products used outside the US are comparable to those used within the US. Given RCI is a natural formulation of ACTH only available in the US, only US studies relating to RCI were included.
One researcher extracted data; an independent reviewer quality checked all data, including verification of the data with the original source.
Data synthesis
Information extracted from eligible studies was presented in detailed evidence tables, and an overview of the findings of the eligible studies was reported. No statistical analyses were performed on the data. Qualitative conclusions were reported based on identified studies. Baseline versus follow-up results for the treatments of interest were examined to describe treatment efficacy. When the treatment of interest was not available alone but as a combination therapy, treatment arms were compared to informally assess the treatment's individual efficacy if the study design allowed.
In studies in which a definition of significant change for outcomes of interest was not specified by the authors, a generally accepted definition available in the literature was applied for the purposes of interpretation. When this definition could not be applied (eg when measurement of change required knowledge of baseline outcome data not presented in the publication), the authors' conclusions are presented with the caveat that a definition of significant change was not specified. In the data tables, wording used in the publications is presented along with the stated definitions of significant change.
For the purposes of this SLR, we considered that results beyond 3 months of the relapse were less relevant to acuteMS relapse; therefore, we did not focus on such long-term effects of acute therapy here.
Study sample sizes of fewer than 30 patients were consistently referred to as small. 17 
Quality assessment
The quality assessment of each study was performed to standards recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE). 18, 19 These are based on eight questions assessing the risk of bias and generalizability of the studies and how study information is used in any data synthesis. NICE processes are based on robust methodology and are consequently used on an international level, allowing for consistency and reproducibility of results.
Results
Description of included studies and reported outcomes
A total of 1,736 articles was identified and screened for eligibility. Of these, 23 unique studies met the eligibility criteria and were selected for inclusion ( Figure 1) . The "other" listed in the field "records excluded" refers to the "other" category for exclusion, this relates to publications that were duplicates of other hits, as well as nonEnglish papers.
Available evidence according to treatment of interest is shown in Table 2 . These studies included monotherapies as well as combination therapies.
Efficacy outcomes
Of the 23 RCTs included, 22 reported efficacy using the Disability Status Scale (DSS) or the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score. The DSS is a method of quantifying and monitoring changes in the level of disability over time and is primarily based on physical functioning and ability to walk. 20 Over time, this scale has been modified several times to more accurately reflect the levels of disabilities clinically observed and was renamed EDSS. 21 A change of ≥1 in EDSS score is generally accepted as a clinically significant change for patients with baseline EDSS of 5.5 or lower or 0.5 points in patients with a higher EDSS score. 22 Therefore, for the purposes of interpretation in the narrative of this SLR, this definition was applied in studies in which a definition of improvement was not specified by the authors; when this definition could not be applied, the authors' conclusions were presented with the caveat that a definition of clinically significant change was not specified. Intravenous methylprednisolone versus placebo Four RCTs compared IVMP versus placebo (Table 3) , with the total number of study patients included ranging from 20 to 44 and a smaller sample size corresponding to the IVMP study arm ranging from 12-22.
Intravenous methylprednisolone
Only 1 study provided a definition of relapse, 23 described as the occurrence of one or more new symptoms or worsening of existing symptoms for a duration of <8 weeks but >24 hrs which had not improved spontaneously at the time of entry into the trial. Clinically significant improvement was defined as a gain of ≥1 point on the EDSS in 3 of the 4 studies; by this measure, the studies showed improvement in patients experiencing acute MS relapses who were treated with IVMP for 5 days 23 or 15 days. 24, 25 The remaining study showed a mean difference of 1 in the IVMP group and a difference of 0 in the placebo group; no definition of clinically significant change was provided for either group; however, meaningful change can be inferred by utilizing the accepted definition of clinically significant improvement. 26 Studies comparing different doses of intravenous methylprednisolone Four RCTs compared different doses of IVMP (Table 4) , with total sample sizes ranging from 24 to 31. A definition of relapse was reported in 3 of 4 studies; 2 studies defined a relapse as the appearance or the worsening of symptoms lasting for at least 24 hrs and causing an increase of disability of at least 1 point on the EDSS in the absence of concomitant fever. 27, 28 The same definition was reported in the third study, with a timeframe of 6 days to 4 weeks. 29 EDSS scores improved versus baseline in both lowdose and high-dose IVMP groups; different studies demonstrated varying frequency of improvement and extent of recovery at varying time points. [27] [28] [29] [30] One study reported a score improvement of ≥1 EDSS score change as a therapeutic improvement. 29 Although a definition of EDSS clinically significant change was not explicitly provided in the three remaining studies, 2 of these reported significant improvement; 27,28 the remaining study did not report clinical significance of results. Further, the generally accepted definition of clinically significant change (≥1-point EDSS score change in patients with baseline EDSS<5.5) could be applied to one of these studies, demonstrating a clinically significant change in EDSS at 7 days (T7) versus baseline in patients treated with high-dose IVMP.
28
Intravenous methylprednisolone (Different settings) A study conducted in the United Kingdom (UK) reported EDSS outcomes of 138 patients experiencing MS relapses treated in an outpatient or home setting (Table 5) . 31 A definition of relapse was not provided. The outpatient treatment group showed an improvement of 0.8 in the EDSS score at week 6 versus baseline and the home group 1.0; only the latter met the standard clinical improvement definition of a 1-point improvement.
22
Intravenous methylprednisolone daytime versus nighttime administration One single-center, pilot RCT reported EDSS outcomes of 17 patients with MS relapses treated with IVMP administered during the day or night. 32 A definition of relapse was not provided. The study was based on the premise that MS is associated with diurnal variations in symptoms and that chronotherapy, a treatment regimen tailored to diurnal body rhythms, may increase the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of treatment. 32 Clinical improvement following treatment, as measured using EDSS, was reported in both groups versus baseline; no magnitude of improvement was available. At day 7, the nighttime group experienced at least a 2 point reduction in EDSS (Table 6 ) exceeding the standard definition of a clinically significant improvement (gain of ≥1 point in patients with baseline EDSS ≤5.5 or gain of ≥0.5 in patients with baseline EDSS >5.5.5); 22 no results were available for the daytime group at Day 7.
Intravenous methylprednisolone followed by oral prednisone taper either alone or concomitant with PMP or IA One pilot RCT reported EDSS outcomes of 17 patients with MS relapses treated with IVMP followed by oral prednisone taper (OPT) alone, in combination with PMP, and in combination with immunoadsorption (IA) ( Table 7) . 33 A definition of clinical improvement or relapse was not provided. IVMP followed by OPT and IVMP followed by OPT and in combination with PMP or IA were shown to reduce disability in patients with MS relapses at the 2-week assessment versus baseline; however, when applying the standard definition of clinically significant change, 22 the group receiving IVMP followed by OPT who were not receiving additional therapy did not experience clinically significant improvement at 2 weeks or 3 months follow-up.
Intravenous methylprednisolone versus oral methylprednisolone
Five studies evaluated IVMP versus oral methylprednisolone (OMP) ( Table 8) . A definition of relapse was not reported in any of the studies. Four of the 5 studies showed efficacy with IVMP; the baseline EDSS with which to qualify clinically significant change in the remaining study was unclear, complicating interpretation. Three of the 4 positive studies had small sample sizes, ranging from 20-24 patients in the IVMP arm. Two of the studies provided a definition of clinically significant EDSS change (≥1 score change) and reported a clinically significant improvement for both IVMP and OMP. 34, 35 Of the 3 studies that did not provide a definition of clinical significance in EDSS score change, the standard definition of a clinically significant EDSS improvement (a 1 or 0.5 unit increase in EDSS vs baseline in patients with baseline EDSS score of ≤5.5 or >5.5, respectively 22 ) could be applied to two of them. 36, 37 In one of these, a clinically significant change was seen at 4 and 12 weeks, with both IVMP and OMP. 36 In the other, IVMP did not show a clinically significant improvement at week 1 but did at Note: The dose used in this study was 60 mg/day for one week, followed by 30 mg oral CS for 4 weeks. This is below the accepted dose of 500 mg to 1 g per day. a Estimated from figure; actual values not reported.
Abbreviations: EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; IA, immunoadsorption; IVMP, intravenous methylprednisolone; NR, not reported; OPT, oral prednisone taper; PMP, plasmapheresis; RCT, randomized controlled trial.
weeks 4, 12, and 24; OMP did not show a clinically significant improvement over the study period. 37 The remaining study reported a clinically significant change versus baseline on the DSS scale; however, without a definition of clinically significant change, this result could not be verified. 38 Intravenous methylprednisolone in combination with erythropoietin versus intravenous methylprednisolone plus placebo One pilot RCT involving 20 patients assessed whether the combination of IVMP and erythropoietin (EPO) acted synergistically during MS relapse (Table 9) . 40 The study was based on evidence of the neuroprotective properties of EPO from in vitro and in vivo studies of brain diseases. Definitions of relapse and clinically significant improvement in EDSS were not reported. When the standard definition of clinically significant change was applied (a gain of ≥0.5 point on the EDSS in patients with baseline EDSS of >5. 5 22 ), improvement in mean EDSS scores versus baseline was first observed with IVMP and placebo at 1 month and continued to increase at months 2 and 3.
Intravenous immunoglobulin
Two studies assessed the efficacy of IVIG (Table 10) . 41 Because IVIG was combined with IVMP in both studies, conclusions regarding the efficacy of IVIG alone cannot be made. Efficacy insights were then sought by looking across treatment groups. One study showed clinical improvement with IVIG followed by IVMP therapy at week 3, which was slightly improved compared with the improvement seen with IVMP only. 41 The other study showed equivalent clinical improvement from baseline to week 4, with both IVMP followed by IVIG and IVMP only. 42 The first study evaluated IVIG versus placebo, both followed by IVMP 24 hrs later, in 76 patients. Acute relapse was defined as the development of new or worsening of existing neurologic symptoms or signs in the absence of fever persisting for more than 24 hrs and with a previous period of more than 30 days with a stable or improving condition. 41 A definition of clinically significant change in EDSS was not presented in the study, and the standard definition could not be applied (≥1 EDSS Percentage of patients achieving a 1-point EDSS score improvement at week 4: IVMP followed by IVIG, 60%; IVMP followed by placebo, 67%;
P=0.76
Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; IVIG, intravenous immunoglobulin; IVMP, intravenous methylprednisolone; NR, not reported.
score change in patients with EDSS ≤5.5 or a gain of ≥0.5 point EDSS in patients with baseline EDSS of >5.5) because baseline EDSS scores spanned across the 5.5 EDSS threshold. 22 However, at week 3, patients receiving combination therapy with IVIG showed an improvement of 1.28 units EDSS, which meets the standard definition of clinically significant change regardless of patients' baseline EDSS. 41 Numerical improvements in EDSS scores versus baseline were seen in both treatment groups at day 4. Across treatment groups, EDSS improvements were small and inconsistently greater for those receiving IVIG + IVMP versus those receiving IVMP only. The second study evaluated IVMP followed by IVIG versus IVMP followed by placebo in 19 patients; it was unclear when the second therapy followed within the treatment timeline. Relapse was defined as a ≥1-point increase in EDSS score (compared with pre-attack EDSS score) and <22-day duration. 42 The study demonstrated that most patients achieved a 1-point EDSS score improvement. 42 When comparing treatment groups, a smaller percentage of patients receiving IVMP followed by IVIG showed significant improvement at 4 weeks versus baseline, compared with IVMP alone (60% vs 67%, respectively; P=0.76). However, both arms had a significant median EDSS improvement at week 4 versus baseline (P=0.81).
Plasmapheresis
Two studies assessing PMP were identified in which PMP was given in combination with other therapy; the efficacy of PMP alone could not be directly assessed from these studies because PMP was used in combination with other therapies. Efficacy insights were then sought across treatment groups. One study showed increased clinical improvement in EDSS with the addition of PMP at 3 months, which was not seen in the control arm. 33 Another study showed clinical improvement at all study timepoints (Table 11) . 43, 44 One study assessed PMP and IVMP followed by OPT in a small sample of 17 patients (and is also presented in Section 3.2.1.5). A definition of clinically significant EDSS change was not presented; however, the standard definition of ≥1 EDSS score change in patients with baseline EDSS score≤5.5
22 could be applied. According to this, clinically nonsignificant improvements in EDSS scores were seen at week 2 versus baseline. Looking across groups, the addition of PMP to combination therapy showed increased EDSS change versus baseline compared with the group not receiving PMP; however, this was not clinically significant at 2 weeks. At 3 months, clinical improvement was observed in the group receiving PMP compared with the group not receiving PMP. 33 The Cooperative Study of PMP, conducted in a US cohort of 116 patients, compared an 8-week course of PMP with placebo (each with RCI plus cyclophosphamide) in the treatment of MS relapses; therefore, the efficacy of PMP alone could not be assessed in this study (Table 11) . 43, 44 Relapse was defined as an episode of worsening characterized by a decline of at least 1 grade on the Kurtzke DSS that was present for >5 days but no longer than 8 weeks without evidence of improvement from the inception of the worsening. A reduction of 1 grade in DSS was defined as improvement in patients entering the study with a grade of ≥6B. For patients with a grade of ≤6A, a reduction of 2 grades was required.
Patients receiving PMP showed improvement in DSS scores at 2 weeks versus baseline; the extent of improvement subsequently declined over the next assessment timepoints. Compared with patients not receiving PMP, DSS improvement was higher over all time points evaluated. The results suggested that PMP given with RCI plus cyclophosphamide enhanced recovery from an acute MS relapse compared with the control arm (placebo given with RCI plus cyclophosphamide).
43,44
Repository corticotropin injection
Two RCTs evaluated treatment with RCI (Table 12) . In one study, the proportion of patients with improved DSS score was higher with intramuscular RCI than with placebo, at week 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the other study, mean EDSS score with IM RCI were improved compared with subcutaneous RCI at days 7 and 14 (±1 day Control subjects received an identical regimen of a timed placebo procedure during which their plasma was continuously separated, recombined with their blood cells, and returned to them. mean EDSS score reduction for IM was above the generally accepted threshold of clinical improvement 22 (EDSS,1.1 and 1.2, respectively). However, the SC cohort failed to show clinical improvement, as did the combined SC and IM group (Table 12 ). The authors noted that the baseline mean EDSS score of 2.55 signaled high initial functioning, indicating mild to moderate disability at study entry. 48 Further, only 10 patients were studied in each arm. An additional study of PMP with RCI plus oral cyclophosphamide within 24 hrs of first PMP or placebo is presented in Section 3.2.3, demonstrating that this regimen enhanced recovery from an acute MS relapse. 43, 44 However, results for RCI alone are not available in this study and cannot be assessed compared with other treatment arms due to the study design.
Quality-of-life outcomes
Three RCTs reported data for IVMP. Two of the three studies had small sample sizes. Only one study provided a definition of clinically significant change (ie ≥10 points, for the SF-36, as established via a pilot study and analysis of previously published data); 49 no definitions were provided in the other two studies and standard definitions of clinically significant change could not be identified in the literature. Authors' interpretations were presented in these cases (Table 13) Multidisciplinary care included advice for continuing self-management and referral to other agencies after discharge if appropriate. Treatment was nonstandard, as symptom presentation varied, and therapy was focused on meeting subjects' needs at the time. SF-36 mean score improvements were of greater magnitude in the treatment group than in the control group and were seen across a higher number of SF-36 domains. At 1 month, clinically significant score changes (≥10 units) were seen in both groups for Physical Function, Social Function, Role Emotional, Mental Health, and Pain. In the treatment group only, changes were also seen in Role Physical, Energy, and General Health. At 3 months, clinically significant score changes were seen in both groups for Social Function and Role Physical domains. In the treatment group only, changes were also seen in the Physical Function, Mental Health, Energy, and Pain domains. In the study reported by Ramo-Tello, Grau-Lopez, Tintore, Rovira, Ramio i Torrenta, Brieva, Cano, Carmona, Saiz, Torres, Giner, Nos, Massuet, Montalban, Martinez- 
Safety outcomes
Safety data were reported in 12 studies, 8 of which pertained to IVMP only, 2 to RCI and 2 to IVIg. The Schmitt et al study of IVMP (followed by OPT) 33 did not provide safety data for the treatments of interest and is therefore not included in Table 14 . Three of the 8 IVMP studies assessed small samples of patients; the remaining 5 studies reflected sample sizes ranging from 31 to 199 patients. These 8 studies indicated IVMP was generally well tolerated, with nonserious adverse events reported. RCI had 2 RCTs with safety data, one of which had small sample size (Table 14) . No SAEs were seen with RCI, and the most common AE observed was acne. No safety data were available PMP. In the study by Oliveri, Valentino, Russo, Sibilia, Aguglia, Bono, Fera, Gambardella, Zappia, Pardatscher, Quattrone 28 comparing different doses of IVMP, no major adverse events (AEs) were reported in either group (2 g/day and 0.5 g/day); minor side effects included insomnia, anxiety symptoms, dyspepsia, ankle edema, and a metallic taste in the mouth. In the study of IVMP (followed by OPT) by Glass-Marmor, Paperna, Ben-Yosef, Miller, 32 the most commonly reported AEs were frequent urination, metallic taste, restlessness/nervousness, and insomnia. More patients experienced AEs in the daytime group. 32 In the studies assessing IVMP versus OMP, IVMP was well tolerated, and the most commonly reported AEs included insomnia, headache, and metallic taste. [34] [35] [36] 39 In patients with IVMP and EPO versus IVMP and placebo, IVMP treatment was well tolerated. 40 No AEs were observed in patients treated with PMP and IVMP, or with IVMP alone; AEs were reported in patients treated with IA and IVMP. 33 Given the sample size of N=17 patients and the preliminary report, results should be interpreted with caution. The overall incidence of AEs was found to be similar in patients treated with IVIG followed by IVMP and IVMP alone; 72% patients with IVIG followed by IVMP experienced at least one AE, versus 75% patients with IVMP alone. 41 However, as this was a pilot study of 17 No significant difference between the frequency of polycythemia and hypertension between groups (2 AEs associated with IVMP and EPO; none with IVMP and placebo).
(Continued) patients, results should be interpreted with caution. In another study of 19 patients, no serious AEs (SAEs) occurred in patients treated with IVIG followed by IVMP and IVMP alone. However, there was not enough information on safety assessment to conclude whether the treatments were well tolerated. 42 In the pilot study comparing a short (5-day) course of IM versus SC RCI, injections were well-tolerated by both groups; severe AEs were limited and no SAEs were reported. 48 In the study assessing RCI versus placebo, no
SAEs were reported in either group; 44% of patients receiving RCI and 9% of those receiving placebo had AEs, of which the most common was acne. 46 Incidence of acne and other AEs associated with treatment were not reported. Overall, safety assessments were limited; furthermore, differences in dosage regimens further precluded any robust conclusions.
Discussion
The aim of this SLR was to identify and assess RCT data for therapies used in the treatment of acute MS relapse: IVMP, RCI, IVIG, and PMP. EDSS/DSS score was used as a measure of efficacy in most of the studies presented here. Whereas a clear recommendation on how to interpret change in EDSS values is not available in the literature, 50 a progression of 1.0 or a continuing progression by 1 unit on the scale for at least 6 or 12 months has been recommended by many authors as a clinically significant change; for patients with an EDSS of 5.5 or higher, progression by 0.5 is often deemed sufficient. 22, 50 When a definition of improvement was unspecified, this definition continued to be applied. Baseline EDSS scores were not presented in all studies, and significance could therefore not be determined. In these cases, the authors' conclusions were presented, with the caveat that a definition of clinically significant change was not specified. The vast majority of studies found were dated, with no clear definition for relapse presented and small sample sizes. IVMP is the recommended first-line treatment for patients with acute MS relapses 13 prior to other treatments of interest in this SLR [ie, RCI, IVIG, and PMP]). Results reported in this manuscript show that patients treated with IVMP often showed clinically significant improvements in EDSS/DSS scores compared with baseline. [23] [24] [25] [26] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] 51 Of note, the IVMP regimens, dosages, and treatment durations used in the included studies varied widely, from as low as 0.5 g/day to 2 g/day, from 3-15 days, with or without an OPT. Real-world treatment confirms such variation in the dosing and duration of IVMP. In terms of safety, the studies showed that IVMP was generally well tolerated, with some nonserious adverse events reported. Common AEs associated with IVMP include insomnia, headache, and metallic taste.
The gel formulation of ACTH is approved by the FDA for several different indications, given either intramuscularly or subcutaneously. There are limited data available on the duration, dosing, and route of administration of ACTH gel in the treatment of acute exacerbations of multiple sclerosis. 48 Data from a large US RCT suggested the efficacy of RCI gel administered IM over 15 days increased versus baseline (as measured by proportion of patients improved in DSS scores). [45] [46] [47] Results from a pilot RCT of 20 patients conducted in the US suggested that a shorter 5-day course of self-administered RCI given either IM or SC resulted in improvement in EDSS scores versus baseline. 48 Occurrence of severe AEs in the RCI studies was limited, and no SAE occurred. The most common AE was acne; however, incidence of this or other common AEs was not reported. 47 None of the RCI studies reported QOL information. IVIG could not be assessed as monotherapy versus baseline for acute MS relapse. Notably, two RCTs identified investigated the efficacy of IVIG as an add-on to IVMP in treating MS relapses. 41, 42 In evaluating efficacy observed between treatment groups (Table 11) , limited differences were seen in EDSS scores following treatment. Data on AEs showed that IVIG was well tolerated. 41 No QOL data were available for IVIG. PMP also could not be assessed as monotherapy. Efficacy was indirectly measured by observation across treatment groups; PMP was given with RCI/cyclophosphamide (CFX) in one study 43, 44 and with IVMP followed by OPT in another. 33 PMP given with RCI plus CFX enhanced recovery from an acute MS relapse compared with the control arm (placebo given with RCI plus CFX). The addition of PMP to IVMP followed by OPT showed clinical improvement at 3 months, but this was not significant at 2 weeks. 33 Given the larger evidence base and lower cost of corticosteroids, IVMP has a place as first-line treatment of acute MS relapses in eligible patients. For those patients who do not respond or cannot or should not receive firstline treatment with IVMP, alternative treatments are required. Compared with PMP and IVIG, RCI is the next line of treatment with RCT data supporting its individual efficacy and safety as a monotherapy for acute MS relapse. Data for PMP and IVIG are limited to studies in which these treatments are combined with other therapies.
Recent research supports a different mechanism of action for RCI as compared with IVMP. It has been shown that the efficacy of RCI in immune-mediated diseases may not be solely due to steroid production; administration of RCI was shown to result in a significantly lower overall serum cortisol-equivalent exposure versus IVMP. 52 Nonclinical evidence suggests a potential role for melanocortin peptides, including ACTH, on inflammation and the immune response in both the peripheral and central nervous system that may be independent of endogenous cortisol production. 53 Considering this evidence, RCI may be appropriate for consideration in patients for whom IVMP is not appropriate given a unique mechanism of action. Recent studies have aimed to characterize patients eligible for RCI.
Patients receiving RCI tend to be older, have had MS for a longer duration, and have more functional and neurological impairments, despite use of disease-modifying therapies. Thus, results support the efficacy and tolerability of RCI as a treatment for MS relapse. 54 
Study limitations
In this report, we present results from RCTs only, which lack generalizability for application in the real-world setting. Treatments of interest not studied in RCTs may have been underrepresented. Differences were seen in outcomes reported, assessment time points, heterogeneity in patient populations, geographies, and treatment regimens (eg, dose and duration) assessed, between studies conducted in the US versus in countries other than the US, as well as within the US. It was therefore difficult to compare results across studies or summarize results descriptively, and generalizability may have been impacted. Considering studies for IVMP were exclusively conducted in countries other than the US, applicability to the US setting may be particularly problematic in this case. Further, many studies (n=10) included in this SLR had sample sizes of fewer than 30 patients, which may also impact generalizability of results.
We focused on the EDSS in this SLR, a standardized assessment of efficacy in MS relapses, as it was used across the studies identified. However, limitations do exist in the way it is used in different studies. 55 In the context of evaluating recovery from relapse, establishing a baseline prior to relapse is necessary for later determination of the extent of recovery; it is not sufficient to simply calculate the change in EDSS score from the assessment during the relapse to the assessment after the relapse. Further, it is important to provide a definition for clinical significance of EDSS score change, which was absent in numerous studies. We aimed to mitigate this limitation when possible by applying a standard definition of EDSS clinical significance; however, this definition is dependent on the availability of baseline results and could therefore not always be applied. In these cases, authors' interpretations were used. Differences in the timing of post-relapse follow-up assessments can affect the degree of symptom improvement or residual disability observed. Finally, some evidence suggests that a lack of agreement exists between EDSS scores and patients' perception. 55 Efficacy results versus baseline were not available for IVIG or PMP alone, as these were combined with other treatments in the studies identified in this SLR. In these cases, cross-arm comparisons were used to determine efficacy.
A further limitation consists of the definition of acute relapses in the studies. Many studies presented here did not define relapse, which further hinders study comparisons. As such, further efforts towards consistently defining and characterizing acute MS relapse is required.
Few studies reported safety outcomes (IVMP and RCI studies only). In addition, no QOL outcomes were reported for RCI, PMP, and IVIG. A similar exploration of realworld studies reporting outcomes for these second-line relapse therapies should also be aggregated to supplement these conclusions and to inform targeted evidence generation efforts.
Conclusions
This SLR, which focused on the highest quality studies (RCTs) evaluating relapse therapies for acute MS relapse (IVMP, RCI, PMP, IVIG), revealed several key findings: First, IVMP, an FDA-approved treatment for MS relapses, was shown to be a largely effective relapse treatment option. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] 51 Next, while IVIG may be used as a treatment for MS exacerbations, it appears to be of limited clinical benefit in the studies identified, having no robust efficacy or safety data to support use as monotherapy in MS relapse. Similarly, data to support the efficacy and safety of PMP as monotherapy for MS relapses were also not available. Lastly, RCI is an approved, well-tolerated therapy with demonstrated efficacy in acute MS relapse. This therapy affords flexibility in administration compared with other second-line relapse therapies.
As noted above, the smaller number of RCTs available for RCI and the absence of those for IVIG and PMP monotherapy (particularly with regards to safety and QOL data), as well as the heterogeneity in study outcomes, assessment time points, patient populations, treatment regimens and acute MS relapse definitions, made it difficult to formulate conclusions. Robustly designed and powered studies integrating safety, efficacy and patientcentered endpoints are needed to supplement the existing body of information. 
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